
A Christian case for Remain 
 
 
The referendum on 23 June on the UK’s membership of 
the European Union will have a lasting impact for 
generations of Britons.  If we vote to leave, there will be 
no turning back.  A General Election comes every five 
years, but this referendum will determine the UK’s 
relationship with Europe for our lifetimes.  I believe the 
UK should remain a member of the European Union, in 
order to maintain its global influence and prosperity; to 
contribute to and benefit fully from Europe-wide efforts 
on priorities like tackling climate change and combating 
terrorism; and to maximise the prospects for continued 
continental peace.   
 
Barack Obama was right to argue that Britain’s influence 
is magnified, not weakened, by our role in the European Union.  In our history, churches have 
often played a decisive role in shaping our national character.  Today we can see that 
happening again; it was the churches’ support for the ‘Jubilee 2000’ and ‘Make Poverty 
History’ campaigns which secured the political consensus for Britain contributing at least 0.7% 
of its GDP in international aid.  Working through the European Union, we have the opportunity 
to make sure that the values which shape us can also shape the wider continent, and the 
world. 
 
The global influence of the UK is tied up with our membership of the European Union.  Leaving 
the EU would lead to an isolated UK with a diminished global role.  Membership of the EU 
helps us love our neighbours around the world.  Division and fragmentation will not help us 
meet today’s challenges.  Uniting with others different to ourselves, realising what is different 
yet embracing what is shared, is the best way to achieve the common good, even if the effort 
involved can be tiresome and frustrating. 
 
Some have dismissed the Treasury’s projection that, outside the EU, the average household 
will be £4,300 per year worse off.  But I don’t find that projection implausible at all.  A Chinese 
developer plans a business park in my constituency for Chinese firms wanting to trade with 
the European Union.  The firms find Britain much more welcoming than other European 
countries.  The development is expected to accommodate 30,000 jobs eventually.  But if we 
vote to leave the EU in June, nobody will know the terms under which firms located in Britain 
will be able to trade with the rest of the EU.  Suddenly, Britain will look a very risky location for 
global firms wanting to trade with the European market.  We stand to lose substantial 
investment.  Multiply that across the country, and it’s clear why we will have a problem. 
 
Those campaigning to Leave say we would no longer have to make a net contribution to the 
EU budget, nor accept free movement of European workers.  But Norway and Switzerland, 
which have stayed outside the EU, have had – to gain access to the single market – to pay in 
to the EU budget and accept free movement of workers.  They also have to implement EU 
rules, but don’t get any say over what the rules should be.  It is likely that we would find 
ourselves in the same position – an appalling prospect.  It is no wonder the Governor of the 
Bank of England, Mark Carney, has described the UK leaving the EU as the “biggest domestic 
risk to financial stability”. 
 
In his writings in the New Testament, Paul addressed church members in cities.  He 
recognised the cultural and political significance of these cities over wider areas.  How a city 
and its economy conducted itself had implications for a wider region.  Values shaped in Britain 



have become universal in part because of the influence of the UK in promulgating them 
worldwide.  Countries and regions around the world look to the UK for leadership and respect 
because of the UK economy.  To leave the EU would weaken our economy, and reduce our 
influence. 
 
The British Government has increasingly to address challenges which don’t stop at borders: 
combating climate change and air pollution, safeguarding from international terrorism, dealing 
with tax evasion, human trafficking and international crime.  The European Union supports 
vital collaboration in all these areas.  It could, in the past, for example, take years to extradite 
a suspect from Italy for trial in the UK; thanks to the European Arrest Warrant, it can be 
achieved in a matter of days.  This is no time to be walking away from the international 
collaboration which is so vital to our wellbeing in a growing number of fields.  British science 
has also benefited immensely from the links between British and continental research centres 
which the EU has facilitated. 
 
Peace is a central concern for Christians but historically, Europe has not been a peaceful 
continent.  From the Dutch Revolt in Spain to the Napoleonic Wars through to World War Two, 
Europe has faced pan-continental conflicts which have taken the lives of millions of citizens.  
The institutions of the EU provide instead a forum for differences to be resolved peacefully.  
Handling disagreements in well-established diplomatic institutions means armed conflict 
doesn’t arise.   
 
Most of us in the UK have thankfully never experienced the horrors of war nor the imminent 
threat of impending conflict.  But we should never take peace for granted.  There are actions 
we can take to improve the prospects of continued peace, and actions we can take which 
diminish them.  Leaving the EU could be a trigger for its break-up.  It would then no longer be 
inconceivable for continued peace to be at risk.   
 
Those, like me, who want the UK to remain a member of the European Union recognise that 
the European Union is far from perfect.  It needs continuous improvement and reform.  But 
reform is not best achieved by issuing ultimatums to walk out.  Patient, diligent and thoughtful 
work – and at times a measure of humility – is needed to deliver it.   
 
Our country is more influential when it works with others.  We are safer, more prosperous and 
stronger by working with others.  The UK should remain a member of the European Union. 
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